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Gudrun January 2005
326 MEuro loss
72 % due to forest losses
4 times larger than second largest
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Dependence: Extreme Value Statistics for stationary time series
(Coles p. 92-104)
u

u

stationary, d.f. F(x)

i.i.d., same d.f. F(x)
(“associated i.i.d. sequence”)

Dependence  extremes typically come in small “clusters”
= “Extremal index” = 1/”asymptotic mean cluster length”
•
•
•
•

typically
for n large
typically clusters asymptotically i.i.d., dependence within clusters
typically tail of cluster maxima asymptotically same as
!!
typically the GEV distributions the only possible limit distributions
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The block maxima method for stationary time series

If blocks are sufficiently long, then block maxima (typically) are
approximately independent, and one can use Extreme Value
Statistics in precisely the same way as for i.i.d. sequences
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The PoT method for stationary time series
1. Decluster: identify approximately i.i.d clusters of large values by
a) Block method: divide observations up into blocks of a fixed length r,
all values in a block which exceed the level u is a cluster
b) Blocks-runs method: the first cluster starts at first exceedance of u
and contains all excesses of u within a fixed length r thereafter.
The second cluster starts at the next exceedance of u and contains
all excesses of u within r thereafter, and so on. . .
c) Runs method: the first cluster starts with the first exceedance of u
and stops as soon as there is a value below u, the second cluster
starts with the next exceedance of u, and so on …
estimate of the extremal index

2.
3.

PoT: Use standard i.i.d. PoT model, but with excesses replaced by
cluster maxima, and excedance times replaced by the times when cluster
maxima occur. (A bit of a miracle this works. Proof not given here.)

4. Use

to switch between block maxima and PoT
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Estimating value at risk by extreme value methods;
(Sarah Lauridsen, Extremes 3, 107-144, 2000)

VaR = high quantiles of the loss-profits distribution
• empirical quantiles

• unconditional Gaussian method
• conditional Gaussian method
• GEV + different extremal index estimators
• GP pretending independence
• GP with declustering
• GARCH + GP residuals, conditional
• GARCH + GP residuals, unconditional
Compared, and evaluated via backtesting
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Den Danske Bank
Jydske Bank

Daily returns from Jan. 1, 1985 to Nov. 27, 1998

Synthetic portfolio: 50 MDKK Danske Bank + 50 MDKK Jydske Bank
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Empirical and Normal

histogram with estimated normal density
(13 left values and 10 right values not shown)

normal qq-plot

To assume returns normally distributed and i.i.d. gives easy
calculations, also for complex portfolios
-- but, distribution doesn’t fit in the tails, independence not OK
-- the empirical method gives no estimates for extreme
quantiles
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checked dependence by transforming to normal marginal
distribution and computing correlations  clear and strong
dependence
Block Maxima for 42 days approximately independent (figure
not shown)
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model

model

model

Block Maxima

empirical

pp-plot against GEV,
42 day Block Maxima

empirical

qq-plot against GEV,
42 day Block Maxima

empirical

return level plot assuming GEV,
42 day Block Maxima

GEV distribution fits the data well, and 42 days maxima
interesting for firm survival, but how can one get from there to
overnight VaR?
𝛼𝛼- quantile of overnight P&L-distribution estimated by
𝛼𝛼 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 - quantile of n-day maxima

- But 𝜽𝜽 difficult to estimate
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Garch
fit Garch model, compute residuals, fit GP distribution to residuals,
compute quantiles of the resulting estimated distribution of
returns (computation done by simulation).

Volatility
= estimateds.d.

Can be done conditionally, using volatility today to compute
quantiles for the portfolio tomorrow or unconditionally – for
longrun behaviour of portfolio

residuals

time

time
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PoT

Cluster minima: level u = 0.98, separation length r = 40
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Backtesting
• compute VaR from the
first six years of data, see
if it “is violated”, i.e. if
next days return is lower
than VaR, repeat again
using six years of data
but starting one day
later, two days later, …
count number of
violations
• expected no. of
violations in parentheses
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A final important reminder
For a stationary sequence block maxima (of course)
are stochastically larger than one-day values, and
block maxima over longer blocks are stochastically
larger than maxima over shorter blocks.
(That a random variable is stochastically larger than
another one means that it’s distribution function lies
to the right of the other one. Think carefully through
what this means practically and why it is true)
Always make plots of your data/time series. This
makes it possible to see if your results and choices
are OK/good

Why is this
picture here?
Try to
understand
why.
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